GLENN STARR BAND
INTERACTIVE DYNAMIC ENGAGING
Turn your next function into a main
event with the freshest, most dynamic
and versatile performers in the
industry! From the moment the lights
go down, Glenn Starr Band will have
you and your guests hooked on a
feeling and up on the dance floor

The biggest hits of our lives, performed like
you'll never forget, no matter your budget.
Infinity will set the dance floor on fire, with a
single performer, a 21 piece showstopper, or
any other combination you can dream of,
captivating your audience like only they can,
the only limitation is yours.
The Glenn Starr Band playlist resembles an
iPod set to party mode, the greatest hits ever
made, and the songs you cannot get enough
of; Michael Jackson to Bruno Mars, Etta
James to Katy Perry, The Beatles to Avicii.
Every single song is a hit that you can’t help
but sing along to! No two shows are quite
the same, and no two audiences are ever the
same, YOU and YOUR guests will get a
show LIKE NO OTHER, which sets The
Glenn Starr band apart from the rest!

Glenn Starr Band are the ones up on the stage, but the AUDIENCE is the CENTRE OF
ATTENTION, with frequent crowd participation, including such fun as allowing audience members to
belt out the classics with the band, acknowledgment of individual’s significant life moments &
occasions, and joining the crowd in a moment on the dance floor. Guests are there to party and
Infinity will make sure they do just that!
Though you wouldn’t expect the party to kick into full swing until all your guests have had the chance
to socialise and eat their meals right? We have the perfect solution to provide your guests with a
pleasant and relaxing dining atmosphere right from the moment they walk in the door, with a
selection of easy listening favourites including lounge, jazz and contemporary pop. The Glenn Starr
Band are also closely associated with The Australian Michael Buble Show and include the added
option of a floorshow, showcasing some of the most magical songs ever written, performed with the
smooth styling of one of the biggest musical names on the planet. The frustration of endlessly
searching the country for the perfect entertainment for your event is over! You’ve just discovered
Glenn Starr Band; you can set your mind at ease and leave your entertainment in the hands of
premiere live event performers.

